November 30, 2021
Farm Credit Administration
1501 Farm Credit Drive
McLean, VA 22102-5090
Re: Request for your input on the FCA strategic plan
Submitted electronically to: FCAStrategicPlanning@fca.gov
The National Sustainable Agriculture Coalition (NSAC)1 welcomes the opportunity to submit
comments on the Farm Credit Administration’s (FCA) request for input on its FY 2022-2026
Strategic Plan.
NSAC is a national alliance of over 130 family farm, food, rural, and conservation organizations that
together take common positions on federal agriculture and food policies to advance sustainable
agriculture. For decades, we have worked across a range of federal agricultural policy issues to
expand opportunities for the next generation of farmers, invest in local and regional economies, and
scale up agricultural research efforts to build a more sustainable food and farming system.
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Agriculture and Land-Based Training Association Salinas, CA; CCOF Santa Cruz, CA; California FarmLink Santa
Cruz, CA; C.A.S.A. del Llano (Communities Assuring a Sustainable Agriculture) Hereford, TX; Catholic Rural Life St.
Paul, MN; Center for Rural Affairs Lyons, NE; Clagett Farm/Chesapeake Bay Foundation Upper Marlboro, MD;
Community Alliance with Family Farmers Davis, CA; Community Involved in Sustaining Agriculture South Deerfield,
MA; Dakota Rural Action Brookings, SD; Delta Land and Community, Inc. Almyra, AR; Ecological Farming Association
Soquel, CA; Farmer-Veteran Coalition Davis, CA; Florida Organic Growers Gainesville, FL; FoodCorps, OR;
GrassWorks New Holstein, WI; Hmong National Development, Inc. St Paul, MN and Washington, DC; Illinois
Stewardship Alliance Springfield, IL; Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy Minneapolis, MN; Interfaith Sustainable
Food Collaborative Sebastopol, CA; Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation Des Moines, IA; Izaak Walton League of
America St. Paul, MN/Gaithersburg, MD; Kansas Rural Center Topeka, KS; The Kerr Center for Sustainable
Agriculture Poteau, OK; Land Stewardship Project Minneapolis, MN; LiveWell Colorado Denver, CO; MAFO St Cloud,
MN; Michael Fields Agricultural Institute East Troy, WI; Michigan Food & Farming Systems – MIFFS East Lansing, MI;
Michigan Organic Food and Farm Alliance Lansing, MI; Midwest Organic and Sustainable Education Service Spring
Valley, WI; Missouri Coalition for the Environment St. Louis, MO; Montana Organic Association Eureka, MT; The
National Center for Appropriate Technology Butte, MT; National Center for Frontier Communities Silver City, NM;
National Hmong American Farmers Fresno, CA; Nebraska Sustainable Agriculture Society Ceresco, NE; Northeast
Organic Dairy Producers Alliance Deerfield, MA; Northern Plains Sustainable Agriculture Society LaMoure, ND;
Northwest Center for Alternatives to Pesticides Eugene, OR; Ohio Ecological Food & Farm Association Columbus,
OH; Oregon Tilth Corvallis, OR; Organic Farming Research Foundation Santa Cruz, CA; Organic Seed Alliance Port
Townsend, WA; Rural Advancement Foundation International – USA Pittsboro, NC; Union of Concerned Scientists
Food and Environment Program Cambridge, MA; Virginia Association for Biological Farming Lexington, VA; Wild
Farm Alliance, Watsonville, CA; Women, Food, and Agriculture Network Ames, IA.

Interest and engagement in credit issues has risen among NSAC’s membership in recent years, in
part driven by a growing number of members classified as Community Development Financial
Institutions (CDFI). In addition, many NSAC member organizations work directly with young,
beginning, and small and mid-sized (YBS) producers – including those who serve local and regional
markets, as well as socially disadvantaged farmers and other underserved farmers – and understand
first-hand the important role that credit plays in supporting the next generation of farmers.
Let the record show that the narrow, three-week window to comment in the midst of a holiday
season is not sufficient to submit comprehensive recommendations, and is certainly insufficient for
these recommendations to be appropriately reviewed by directly-impacted communities.
We thank you for your serious consideration of our recommendations and welcome the opportunity
to provide additional feedback.
Sincerely,

George “Billy” Hackett III
Policy Associate

Recommendations – FCA FY 2022-2026 Strategic Plan
Overall considerations for drafting the Strategic Plan
For the past 100 years, the Farm Credit System (FCS) has served an essential role in helping new
farmers get started and helping established farmers to continue to secure the operating capital
needed to build and grow successful farm businesses. FCS held nearly 43 percent of the total $419
billion of U.S. farm debt at the end of 2019, and is the largest lender of agricultural real estate loans
– which is especially important for new farmers looking to acquire their first plots of farmland.
However, while serving YBS producers has long been integrated into Farm Credit’s mission, it has
been difficult to truly understand these lending trends due in part to over-counting and duplicitate
reporting structures. And despite the history of racial discrimination and dispossession that is deeply
integrated into the current structure of agricultural credit access, serving socially disadvantaged
(SDA) producers, namely farmers of color, are not even incorporated into Farm Credit’s mission or
online plan to fulfill said mission.
An Office of Management and Budget (OMB) announcement on March 24, 2021, instructs agencies
to align their strategic goals and objectives with the current Administration’s policy priorities,
including on matters related to advancing racial equity and addressing climate change. The FCA
should thus draft this Strategic Plan as part of an Administration that has clearly stated its
expectations for not only robust and evidence-based strategic planning and agency performance
evaluation in itself, but also the expectation to center equitable access for YBS and farmers of color
and systemic resilience in the face of climate change.
Ultimately, beyond just “extending” the current system to better serve the farmers that we represent,
NSAC calls for a re-calibration of the current underlying principles of agricultural credit and finance
in order to balance resilience with efficiency, justice and equity with return on investment, and the
future with the immediate.
Focus area 1: Young beginning, and small farmers and ranchers (YBS)
The first focus area description in the request for input is to “Promote the long-term viability of the U.S. ag economy
by encouraging Farm Credit System institutions to serve young, beginning, and small (YBS) farmers and ranchers
fairly and impartially.” FCA then poses two questions intended to elicit responses in support of the objective: “a.
What, if any, regulatory barriers hinder System institutions from meeting the congressional mandate to serve YBS
farmers and ranchers?” and “b. What opportunities are there to promote best practices for serving YBS producers?”
The Farm Credit Act of 1987 (Sec. 623) obliges the FCS to serve “socially disadvantaged
individuals.” Rather than restricting the FCS mandate to a YBS section of the most recent Farm Bill,
the FCA should commit in its Strategic Plan to propose a plan for extending credit and other FCS

services to SDA farmers and ranchers. To “promote the long-term viability” of U.S. agriculture, the
FCS needs to help diversify the scale, number and production and marketing models of U.S.
agricultural borrowers. Otherwise, FCS risks lending only to large scale farmers and ranchers and
their YBS heirs.
In this vein, the FCA Strategic Plan should commit to working with Congress to improve access to
land and access to USDA services in the upcoming Farm Bill negotiations. H.R. 4201 is an example
of a way to advance equity in U.S. agricultural land ownership and access to technical services. The
Biden administration’s whole government approach to advancing equity requires that FCS serve
more than its traditional client base.
In congressional testimony earlier this year, FCA officials pointed to Farm Credit East’s “Farm
Start” program as an example of the FCS “stretching”. While this is an admirable program, it is tiny
and limited to one FCS institution. Innovative programs such as this should be replicated and
expanded exponentially. FCS institutions also should more aggressively support urban agricultural
initiatives and enterprises.
In addition, FCA should demand that FCS institutions dedicate more profits to serve YBS and SDA
farmers and ranchers. (FCS is Agriculture’s GSE and is quite profitable, in no small part due to its
favored government status.) It simply does not seem that FCS institutions are stretching themselves
in this area or in helping to create a more equitable and sustainable food system that can seed an
economic infrastructure that is more likely to provide a supportive marketplace for these smaller
farmers and ranchers. You will find more details on this proposal to reinvest in communities below,
as part of previous comments submitted by NSAC to FCA.
In May 2019, NSAC submitted a comment in response to Farm Credit Administration’s Advance
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking regarding Farm Credit System’s lending to Young, Beginning and
Small Borrowers (YBS), as requested in the Federal Register Vol. 84, No. 35 on February 21, 2019
(RIN 3052-AD32).
FCA instructs “For cybersecurity reasons, please do not include hyperlinks to websites.” Thus, rather
than linking to our previous comment, you may find those recommendations, which continue to be
salient, below.
Recommendations – Reporting of YBS Farmer Data
1. Continue to report data for three primary categories: Young, Beginning, and Small.
In establishing the Farm Credit System (FCS), Congress included an explicit mandate for FCS
associations to serve young, beginning and small farmers.[1] And while lending trends have changed
over the past 100 years since FCS was first established and nearly 40 years since the YBS mandate
was established, the important role that financing plays for YBS farmers remains to this day.

It therefore continues to be important for FCA to require each FCS institution to report lending
trends in each of the three Congressionally-mandated categories for young, beginning, and small
(YBS) farmers. As discussed further below, each of these categories are well-known and widely
utilized within agricultural policies and programs – including within USDA farm programs, Census
of Agriculture data collection and reporting, and federal economic policy analysis. It is important for
FCS to adhere to these three primary categories to ensure consistency and relevancy to related
programs and policies within the agriculture sector.
However, there is room for improvement in how FCS institutions report YBS lending data to FCA
in order to better allow for both further disaggregation as well as more reliable aggregation of
lending data across each category.
For example, it is currently not possible to answer the question “How many individual YBS
borrowers are Farm Credit System institutions serving?” or “What percentage of total Farm Credit
System lending volume is supporting YBS borrowers?”. With advances in data collection and
information technology, it is important that FCS institutions identify specific ways that data
collection systems can be improved to allow for reporting that provides reliable and transparent
measures to answer these fundamental questions.
We applaud FCA for recognizing and taking interest in resolving this long-standing issue of
double-counting and lack of transparency regarding FCS lending trends to YBS borrowers. We
encourage FCA to identify technological and systems improvements to increase tracking and
reporting on individual borrowers who fit into multiple categories (thereby improving reporting on
the three existing YBS categories). For example, it may be possible to identify each unique borrower
and select which categories apply and simply report the total number of borrowers who meet any of
the 3 categories – without double-counting those borrowers who fall into two or more categories
when the data are aggregated. It is important for FCA to rectify this error in reporting and to be
able to report not only aggregate numbers for Young borrowers, aggregate numbers for Beginning
borrowers, and aggregate numbers for Small borrowers (as they currently do), but to also report
aggregate numbers for all Young, Beginning, and Small borrowers without double-counting.
However, if FCA finds it necessary to delineate borrowers into more than three categories (such as
the seven proposed in the Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking) we would urge FCA to move
forward with implementing these changes promptly. Whichever improvements are introduced to
improve tracking, it is important for FCS institutions to be able to report unique, aggregate numbers
for all the three YBS categories to allow continued comparison of trend data both across FCS
lending over time as well as comparison to data collected by USDA across these categories.
2. Continue to report on YBS program performance using all existing measures.

In order to ensure the continued ability to compare FCS lending trends, it’s important that FCS
institutions continue to collect and report annually on the total loan volume of YBS loans (both new
and outstanding), the number of YBS loans (both new and outstanding), and the number of YBS
borrowers (both new and outstanding) that receive credit in any given year. Each of these measures
are important and reveal different and unique trends related to the credit needs of YBS farmers.
It is especially important to be able to differentiate between the number of YBS loans and the
number of YBS borrowers/farmers served by FCS institutions. While often these numbers will be
fairly close, they are different measures and should be reported separately, and consistently across
years to allow for comparison of trend data. Additionally, if the same farm or borrower receives a
loan from more than one FCS institution, FCS should not double count these two loans as two
separate borrowers, though should include each loan separately in YBS loan count and volume
totals.
3. Continue to report YBS “leases and services” separately from YBS loan totals.
While it is useful to understand what additional services FCS institutions provide to YBS farmers,
these services are fundamentally different than financial capital and should continue to be reported
separately from YBS loans. The primary mission of the FCS is to provide sound credit options for
agriculture, including YBS farmers, and it is important to continue to be able to measure the
availability of credit that FCS institutions provide to these communities.
However, there is additional information FCA should collect from FCS institutions to better
measure FCS’s performance in fulfilling its YBS mission. This includes:
● Disaggregated data on YBS real-estate loans versus YBS non-real estate loans, across each
YBS category
● Total assets (or gross cash farm income) of YBS borrowers[2]
● Farm type – i.e. grain, livestock, grain-livestock, dairy, spec crops, aquaculture, etc.
While understanding the share of the FCS lending to YBS farmers, it is also important to be able to
differentiate the characteristics of YBS farmers – both within each YBS category and also to
non-YBS and non-Farm Credit borrowers.
4. Farm Credit Institutions should use their existing investment authorities to support
farm-related investments that support YBS production systems and marketing channels.
Congress established the Farm Credit System to provide a dependable and affordable source of
credit to rural areas at a time when commercial lenders avoided farm loans. Farm Credit has a
statutory mandate to serve agriculture-related borrowers only, with loan eligibility limited to farmers,
farm input suppliers, rural homeowners in towns under 2,500 population, and cooperatives.[3]

When considering how best to utilize FCS’s investment authorities to assist YBS borrowers, it is
essential to keep FCS’s statutory mission to serve agriculture in mind. While the most direct way for
FCS to support agriculture is to provide financing directly to farmers to cover annual operating
expenses and farmland investments, there are other investments that are needed to support
agriculture, and YBS farmers particularly.
For example, the new Census of Agriculture provides an updated and expanded snapshot on the
role of young and beginning farmers in agriculture today. Understanding the unique production
systems and marketing channels for YBS borrowers is essential in determining how FCS can support
investments in agriculture that will best serve YBS farmers. For example, FCS investments that
support processing and aggregation infrastructure may increase FCS’s ability to support YBS
farmers engaged in value-added agriculture or local and regional markets.
Recommendations – YBS Definitions
1. Maintain existing definitions for “Young Farmers” and “Beginning Farmers.”
While the average age of farmers has increased by nearly 10 years since the YBS mandate was first
established, it is important nonetheless to ensure that FCS lending data remains consistent with
other farm programs and policies. We therefore urge FCA to continue to use a consistent definition
for both “young farmers” and “beginning farmers” with those used by USDA.
Across all programs and policies administered by USDA, a beginning farmer is defined as a farmer
who has less than ten years of farming experience (in addition to other program specific criteria that
may apply). This is especially important to allow comparison across FCS lending and Farm Service
Agency lending to beginning farmers. Similarly, USDA defines young farmers in the new 2017
Census of Agriculture as a farmer under the age of 35, and for the first time, provides specific data
on this demographic of farmers. We would therefore urge FCA to maintain the current definitions
across both of these categories.
2. Continue to require separate reporting for new loans and outstanding loans made to YBS
farmers.
As mentioned previously, it is important for FCS institutions to continue to collect and report data
on new YBS loans (and associated number of borrowers and total loan volume) as well as
outstanding YBS loans (and associated number of borrowers and total loan volume) in order to fully
understand annual FCS lending trends. However, it is also important to distinguish how the YBS
definition may change for any given loan depending on whether or not a borrower moves beyond
these definitions throughout the life of their loan.
New loans should be categorized as YBS only if the borrower meets the criteria for Young,
Beginning, or Small at the time of loan closing. However, for outstanding YBS loans, FCS

institutions should not continue to count farmers in these categories for the entire life of the loan if
borrowers transition out of any of the YBS categories. Outstanding loans should be an accurate
snapshot of the current composition of YBS borrowers/loans/total loan volume at any given time.
For example, if a farmer is 30 years old and closes on a FCS real estate loan, that loan should count
as a new Young Farmer real estate loan for that calendar year in which the loan was closed. It should
also count as an outstanding Young Farmer real estate loan for the next 5 years. However, once the
borrower turns 36, the loan should no longer be counted as an outstanding Young Farmer loan,
since the borrower no longer meets the definition established for Young Farmer loans. Similarly, if
the same farmer had 5 years of experience when closing the loan, they should be counted as a
Beginning Farmer loan for the next 5 years, until they acquire 10 years of farming experience.
3. Provide additional clarification for Young and Beginning Farmers to include farmers who are
exposed to production risk in the farm operation.
In addition to the age and experience definitions currently in place for Young and Beginning
Farmers, the extent to which a farmer is exposed to production risk in a farming operation should
be added as an additional criterion in determining whether or not a farmer is deemed Young or
Beginning. FCA should not require a Young or Beginning farmer to own farmland or have partial
ownership or financial control in the operation in order to qualify as a YB farmer. However, it is
appropriate to expect that they would be exposed to some production risk in the operation and is
therefore a more reliable measure.
4. Only include entities in YBS reporting if a majorityof the entity is owned by Young and/or
Beginning Farmers.
With regard to FCS lending to operations that are owned by a legal entity rather than one principal
owner, FCS institutions should only count loans as meeting the Young or Beginning threshold if: 1)
the loan is made directly to a Young or Beginning farmer; 2) the loan is made to a legal entity whose
majority ownership is comprised of Young Farmers; or 3) the loan is made to a legal entity whose
majority ownership is comprised of Beginning Farmers. Additionally, a determination on whether or
not an entity meets the threshold for Young or Beginning Farmer loans should be established at
time of loan closing.
5. Modify definition of “Small Farmer” to ensure consistencywith sales thresholds adopted by
other government agencies.
The structure and size of farms in the U.S. has changed dramatically since the FCS was first
established over 100 years ago. And while it remains a mission of the FCS to continue to serve Small
Farms, what is considered a Small Farm has likewise changed significantly.

According to the most recent Census of Agriculture, 88 percent of farms had less than $250,000 in
total agricultural sales in 2017 – which is 8 percent fewer than 2002. And while the vast majority of
farms are still considered “small farms” using this threshold as the definition, a greater share of
farms is exceeding this threshold. Between 2002 and 2017 for example, there were 70 percent more
farmers exceeding $250,000 in annual agricultural sales.[4]
Several other federal agencies have responded to this changing trend in the structure of agriculture
and size of farms by updating their definitions of what is considered a small farm. For example, in
2013 USDA’s Economic Research Service (ERS) updated its farm classifications based on sales to
include farms that have less than $350,000 in Gross Cash Farm Income (GCFI) to be defined as
“Small Family Farms.”[5] Similarly, USDA’s National Agriculture Statistics Service (NASS) used this
same definition when reporting economic classes of farms based on data from the 2012 Census of
Agriculture.[6]
In addition, both ERS and NASS base their sales classes and small farm designations on Gross Cash
Farm Income (which includes government payments and other farm-related income), whereas the
FCS simply utilizes annual gross sales of agricultural products in determining eligibility as a “Small
Farmer”. According to ERS, the reason for this shift in 2013 was to allow a more accurate measure
of the revenue actually received by the farm business – especially in the case of livestock contracts.[7]
We recognize that changing any definition will make it more difficult to compare trend data, at least
initially. We would therefore encourage FCA to work closely with USDA to ensure consistency in
both what is measured (Gross Cash Farm Income versus gross sales) and what sales thresholds to
use. Additionally, FCA should clarify the terminology “normally generates” in the Small Farmer
definition to instead require a five-year rolling Olympic average to be under the threshold.
In addition, FCA should benchmark farmers at least every 10 years to ensure the definition for Small
Farmer remains an accurate measurement within the agricultural sector. However, FCA should do so
in consultation with FSA, NASS, ERS and other federal agencies that design and administer
programs and policies targeted at small farms.
6. Provide further clarity on agricultural income thresholds for borrowers to meet the “Small
Farmer” definition.
While we encourage FCA to consider modifying the maximum income threshold to qualify as a
Small Farmer, it is also necessary to evaluate the minimum income threshold. While most small and
beginning farmers should be able to demonstrate at least the $1,000 sales threshold to be considered
a “farm” by USDA’s definition, it’s entirely possible that a beginning farmer may not have any
immediate agricultural income. This is especially the case for new livestock or dairy producers, or
specialty crop growers (i.e. orchards or other perennials that require a few years to establish yields).

In these cases, however, a farm should be able to provide cash-flow projections that show positive
income after a few years of becoming established.
It is also possible, especially with the increases in severe weather events, that a farm may experience
a total crop loss and have no income in a given year. However, FCS should be able to document lost
sales through either crop insurance or NAP claims, and should be able to assess whether or not the
farmer meets the threshold for Small Farmers.
Therefore, with the exceptions of beginning livestock, dairy or specialty crop growers who do not
expect any income in the first few years of production and for small farmers who can document a
total crop loss, we would urge FCA to require all other borrowers to demonstrate at least $1,000 in
agricultural income to be classified as a small farmer. Additionally, a borrower should not be
considered a small farmer if they own agricultural land but generate no agricultural income, unless
the loan is to finance a crop share landlord.
Additional Recommendations
1. Establish lending targets for socially disadvantaged farmers (including YBS) and develop robust
tracking and reporting mechanisms to measure progress in FCS institutions in meeting these
lending goals.
Access to credit remains a top issue facing farmers of all kinds. This includes not only YBS farmers,
but also socially disadvantaged farmers (SDA) – including lending to both women and farmers of
color. While not included in the statutory reporting requirements on YBS programs, it is equally
important for the public to understand how well FCS institutions are meeting the financial needs of
women farmers and farmers of color across the country – especially during this time of increased
economic stress with the agricultural sector.
Congress recognized and responded to this lack of transparency in commercial lending to these
communities by including two separate provisions in the 2018 Farm Bill to increase data and
reporting on SDA lending. Section 5413 of the farm bill establishes more robust reporting
requirements for both direct and guaranteed FSA loans – the latter of which includes some FCS
lending. Additionally, Section 5416 directs the Government Accountability Office to investigate
specific barriers socially disadvantaged farmers face in accessing credit from commercial lenders
(including FCS institutions) and provide recommendations for how private lenders can improve
outreach and services to these underserved borrowers.
2. Establish a goal for FCS institutions to reinvest 10 percent of profits to better support Young,
Beginning, and Small Farmers, as well as other underserved farmers – including those serving
local and regional food markets.

As a Government Sponsored Enterprise (GSE) backed by an implicit government guarantee, FCS
receives significant tax and funding advantages that have resulted in significant profits for the system
– hovering around $5 billion in net income over the past 5 years.
However, unlike other similar GSEs, such as the Federal Home Loan Bank System (FHL Bank),
FCS is not required to invest any of their net income in grants or other forms of community
reinvestment in exchange for its status as a GSE. In contrast, the FHL Bank system, is required by
law to set aside 10 percent of their net income for Affordable Housing Grants, and has provided
nearly $6 billion to support affordable housing since its creation in 1989. In contrast, the FCS’s net
income is either retained to strengthen the FCS’s capital position or distributed to members in the
form of dividends, but without any major reinvestment activities.
Building on the adoption of the “Diversity and Inclusion” bookletter promulgated by the FCA in
2012, FCA should require FCS institutions to reinvest a percentage of their net income in the form
of grants to support the broader goal of FCS serving all of agriculture – including young, beginning,
and socially disadvantaged producers, as well as those farmers contributing to local, regional, and
value-added market channels that allow these farmers, and the communities they serve, to thrive.
Grants and other forms of community investment could be provided to both for-profit and
non-profit entities to support various activities essential to the development of farm incubators,
viable farm businesses, individual development accounts, value-added enterprises, efficient supply
chains, and local/regional food systems. Each FCS institution could be required to oversee such
efforts through the establishment of advisory boards that includes FCS members and outside
stakeholders, that adopt strategic plans and sub-goals for meeting the overall reinvestment
requirement targeted to the particular needs of the region being served by the FCS institution.

[1] 12 U.S.C. 2207
[2] For example, reported categories could include: (1) up to $350,000; (2) $350,000 to $1 million; (3) $1 million - $2
million; and (4) over $2 million.
[3] Monke, J. (2013) Agricultural Credit: Institutions and Issues (CRS Report No. RS21977)
[4] USDA-NASS. 2017 Census of Agriculture. Chapter 1, Table 3 - Economic Class of Farms by Market Value of
Agricultural Products Sold and Government Payments: 2017 and 2012. Accessed May 2019.
[5] Hoppe, Robert A., and James M. MacDonald. Updating the ERS Farm Typology, EIB-110, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Economic Research Service, April 2013.
[6] USDA-NASS. 2012 Census – Small Farms. Accessed May 2019.
[7] Hoppe, Robert A., and James M. MacDonald. Updating the ERS Farm Typology, EIB-110, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Economic Research Service, April 2013.

Focus area 3: Climate change adaptation and mitigation
The third focus area description in the request for input is to “Identify weather and other environmental threats to
agricultural finance through scenario testing, and use this information to evaluate the contingency plans of System
institutions and Farmer Mac to address those risks.” FCA then poses three questions intended to elicit responses in
support of the objective: “a. What are the top weather and environmental issues that are affecting the agricultural
finance industry, the System, and/or Farmer Mac?”; “b. What contingency plans are needed to address the risk from
the environment and weather?”; and “c. What other potential risk areas are you focused on that could have a
significant impact on the System and Farmer Mac?”
We were glad to read in the FCA’s FY 2021 Performance and Accountability Report that “The past
year saw FCA, jointly with the Farm Credit System Insurance Corporation, form a task force to
identify risks to System loan portfolios posed by climate issues” (p. 81). This is a prudent and
necessary measure to ensure the soundness and safety of the System both for its borrowers and
investors, and NSAC hopes that the findings and action items borne of this initiative will be shared
with stakeholders and available to the general public. Writing under the assumption that this task
force is a good-faith initiative informed by experts and directly-affected community members, based
on scientific and impartial evidence, it would be wise to center the climate risk mitigation and
adaptation measures borne of it in the FCA’s Strategic Plan.
To specifically answer the second and third questions posed in this focus area, NSAC echoes one of
our members, the Institute of Agriculture and Trade Policy (IATP), and their comment in response
to this request for input.
“A first step FCA should take to formulate this goal is to issue a call for data from relevant
U.S. federal agencies, which would enable FCS to enhance its current FCS regionally specific
historical data on the impact of weather events on the agricultural productivity and physical
assets of its borrowers. The enhancement would require FCA to distinguish climate change
trends and impacts from those of discrete weather events. For example, historical data on the
“hundred-year flood” or the “hundred-year drought” no longer provide a reliable basis for
lending association risk committees to evaluate borrower risk. The ‘hundred-year events’ are
now occurring every few years. How does FCA assist FCS to develop computer models for
the climate change impacts on FCS borrowers and on the FCS institutions loan portfolios?
These impacts result from not only greater volatility in atmospheric weather than the
historical norm but often a decline in the availability of water from aquifers that FCS
borrowers have relied on for decades to irrigate crops and provide water to rural
communities. There are other environmental impacts, such as loss of topsoil to erosion
because of ‘bomb cyclones’ or prolonged droughts. Such impacts become threats to FCS
safety and soundness, if, for example, lending associations allow crop insurance policies with
no environmental performance requirements to be used as collateral for FCS backed loans
and other services. The FCA and FCS member institutions should advocate for such
performance requirements as measures to ensure FCS safety and soundness.

The results of scenario analyses depend on their data and policy assumption inputs. FCA
scenario analysis design should avoid design bias by being assigned to a research team
separate from the team that will evaluate the adequacy of System institutions and Farmer
Mac contingency plans to backstop both FCS lending and marketing of FCS debt securities.
And as IATP illustrated in [its] November 26th letter to FCA, financial regulators both in the
U.S. and abroad share their scenario analysis models that FCA can adapt to help it determine
the adequacy and appropriateness of FCS institution planning for climate related financial
and other shocks to FCS’ financial stability.”
More broadly, NSAC postures that effective climate solutions will require adopting a new model for
agriculture, including agricultural lending. The majority of U.S. agricultural lending has been in
service of an agricultural model where “efficiency,” measured as the greatest yield of a single crop
per acre, was the most important and often single metric that mattered. To mitigate the growing
weather and environmental threats to agricultural finance, FCA must reframe its strategic goals to
recognize and value ecosystem health and production centered on human health as goals that
ultimately meet the fundamental needs of humanity.
Many producers, both large and small, are already working to meet these goals–to improve the
ecological health of their farms and ranches and feed their communities healthy food. The most
effective solutions to the climate crisis will follow the example of those producers and reward and
support the producers who are leading the way on farm landscape diversification, perennial crops,
and integrated crop-livestock systems, many of whom are small- to mid-scale growers. Supporting
such solutions includes creating opportunities for them to lead and teach other producers and to
help develop the market support they need. Fruitful climate solutions will build on the most
effective approaches already in use by farmers today and support the adoption of these types of
practices to larger, less-diversified commodity growers.
However, these are the very producers who are most often denied agricultural loans. Loan applicants
with the greatest on-farm resilience, the greatest farmer autonomy, and the best environmental
outcomes are also the applications that are least likely to be approved, and, if approved, are likely to
have the most expensive and difficult loan terms. Why this is true is a function of the complex and
biased environment created by what is now conventional agricultural credit and risk management
policy.
The risk analysis and risk mitigation framework that underlies all agricultural credit is designed to
facilitate and promote the industrialization of agriculture, with highly concentrated, industrialized
production as the model. In pursuit of efficiency, this underlying paradigm of agricultural risk and
investment has consistently shifted resilience from production systems onto the taxpayer. In its
current form, agricultural credit relies on risk management programs such as crop insurance and
farm bill commodity programs, as well as ad-hoc disaster assistance and trade mitigation payments.
This low-cost credit schema prioritizes enterprises that rely on federal programs for risk
management and places others at a significant economic disadvantage, particularly those who

manage risk through diverse, integrated, regenerative production systems, with significant impacts
on our land, water, communities and families.
In writing its FY 2022-2026 Strategic Plan, FCA must consider this fundamental dissonance between
capital access as determined by resilience of production systems versus commodity-based efficiency
driven by efficiency-focused federal programs. The former protects and builds resilience against
rising extreme weather events which threaten the stability of agricultural finance, while the latter
facilitates them.
How, then, can the System do a better job to support the former? This must be a central question
guiding the creation of the FY 2022-2026 Strategic Plan. FCA should consider both modest and
bold initiatives, including a move toward ending lending to operations that are not moving toward
net-zero carbon emissions, or prioritizing lending to those operations using advanced grazing,
agroforestry, resource-conserving crop rotations, and other practices that eliminate soil erosion,
enhance soil health, improve water quality, increase crop diversity, and incorporate deep-rooted
perennial plants. These producers who have not been the primary focus or customer base for the
System in the past must be considered in a new light if FCA is serious about protecting against
increasing risk from the environment and extreme weather.

